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1 Introduction 

Apollonius Dyscolus1 was one of the most prominent Greek grammarians of his age 

and his influence spread throughout late antiquity. His authority was acknowledged by 

Roman grammarians such as Priscian,2 and we can find echoes of his theories in 

Byzantine commentaries of the ninth and tenth century AD.3 Furthermore, the works of 

Apollonius represent the largest and more significant extant source of all Greek 

grammatical production.4 He wrote on different topics: syntax, adverbs, conjunctions, 

pronouns, and we know that he also wrote a treatise on the verb, which, however, is 

lost. We can find a great deal of information on the Greek verb in the above mentioned 

works, so much so that Apollonius can be considered the principal source as far as the 

verbal system is concerned.  

From the Hellenistic age (third-first century BC) up to the first centuries of the 

Christian Era a wide and complete reflection on Greek grammar was elaborated. 
Apollonius’ in-depth analyses show that during the second century AD a high level and 

consolidated systematization was in existence, as well as an intense debate on the 

definition of verbal tenses (the present, perfect, and aorist). In their studies of the verb, 

the Hellenistic grammarians,5 established the criteria for the classification, terminology 

and definitions of grammatical terms, which remained fundamental for grammatical 

theory in the following ages. 

                                                
1 Apollonius Dyscolus was born in Alexandria and lived in the second century AD.  
2 Priscianus Caesariensis, was a Latin grammarian who lived in Constantinople in the fifth-sixth century 
AD. He wanted to adapt the works of Apollonios Dyscolus and Herodianus to the Latin language. 
3 See the commentaries collected in the Higard’s edition (GG I 3, GG IV 2). 
4 “Apollonius may have invented syntax as a grammatical discipline; even if he did not, his works are the 
earliest surviving discussions of the topic and represent an important and original contribution that laid 
the foundations for the future discussion.” Dickey (2007: 74). 
5 Among the most noted grammarians of the Hellenistic age we find Aristophanes of Byzantium, 
Aristarchus of Samothrace and Dionysius Thrax, they all lived in the second century BC. Very little of 
their works is left if we exclude the Téchnē (see footnote n.11).  
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We can find the origin of the definitions of the Greek verb in the first reflections on 

language developed by classical and Hellenistic philosophers. Plato distinguished 

o[noma and rjh§ma (name and verb).6 Aristotle singled out the verb as one of the parts of 

speech and described its fundamental features.7 With the Stoics linguistic studies 

reached a high grade of theoretical elaboration.8 Later on, the separation of grammar 

from philosophy and other disciplines became clear, and grammar was studied and 

taught as autonomous discipline, with highly specialized methods, as we can see in the 

grammatical manual Téchnē Grammatikḗ.9 This text, along with Apollonius’ work, 

represent the most important source on Greek grammar. The problem is with the 

controversial attribution of this work.10 Although traditionally ascribed to Dionysius 

Thrax, second-first century BC, the Téchnē Grammatikḗ should more probably be 

assigned a later date.11 Furthermore it appears to be  the outcome of a process of 

stratification. This poses many still-unsolved problems for interpretation. 

In the Téchnē Grammatikḗ the verb was identified as one of the eight parts of speech 

and was defined as a word without cases, but with tenses, persons, numbers, and active 

or passive forms, moods, species, figures, conjugations.12 This classification, however, 

is not the result of a univocal and linear process. On the contrary, it enfolds within itself 

a variety of orientations and controversies. The sources13 show the existence of an 

intense debate on the definition of the values (temporal or aspectual) of verbal tenses. 

We can find evidences of this debate especially in the texts of Apollonius Dyscolus, on 

which I will focus in this essay. The inconsistencies of his statements  are due 

essentially to the difficulty in assigning the correct value to verbal forms with regard to 

                                                
6 Plato Sophist 261d-262d; Cratylus 424e-425a. 
7 See in particular: Aristotle, On Interpretation 3.16b 6; Poetics 20.1457 a 14-18; Metaphysics 1048b,18-
37; Nicomachean Ethics 10.3 (1173a 35). 
8 We do not have complete works of the Stoics but we can find the discussions of their theories quoted in 
several authors. See the collection of von Arnim (1903). 
9 “Art of Grammar.” The standard edition of the Téchnē is Uhlig (1883, GG I 1); a recent edition with 
translation and commentary is Lallot (1989).  
10 For a survey of the different hypothesis see: Pecorella (1962: 7-10), Lallot (1989: 19-30), Robins 
(1995: 13-24).  
11 Di Benedetto re-opened the discussion in 1958; he thinks that the Téchnē should be placed between the 
third and fifth centuries AD. See Di Benedetto’s articles (1958, 1959, 1990). 
12 Téchnē, Chapter 13 on verb: ÔRh§ma ejsti levxi" a[ptwto", ejpidektikh; crovnwn te kai; proswvpwn 
kai; ajriqmw§n, ejnevrgeian h] pavqo" parista§sa. Parevpetai de; tw/°§ rJhvmati ojktwv, ejgklivsei", 
diaqevsei", ei[dh, schvmata, ajriqmoiv, provswpa, crovnoi, suzugivai. The Téchnē is divided in twenty 
chapters. 
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time. Some scholars14 attribute these difficulties to a lack of perception of the aspectual 

values on the part of the ancient grammarians. We have to remember that the category 

of aspect, by which we interpret the tenses of the verbal moods,15 is a product of 

modern linguistics.16 Nonetheless, as many other scholars argue,17 there was an 

awareness of aspect in ancient grammarians, even though the terminology is 

controversial and not specific. I think that this can be seen from Apollonius’ texts, in 

which different interpretative possibilities and not just a single value for tenses are 

considered.  
In order to analyse the description of the present, perfect and aorist tenses, I will 

comment on some passages from Apollonius’ works Syntax, Conjunctions and 

Adverbs,18 in which Apollonius discusses how tenses behave with regard to moods. In 

particular I will focus on the relationship between tenses and the optative, imperative 
and subjunctive moods.19 

2 Analysis of the Relationship between Tenses and Moods 

2.1 The Optative 

To start with the optative,20 I cite the text from Syntax 3.98-10021:  
98. “Hdh mevntoi kai; peri; th'" ejgginomevnh" cronikh'" diaqevsew" ejn th'/ 

ejgklivsei diaporou'siv tine", wJ" mavthn eijskuklei'tai hJ tw'n parw/chmevnwn crovnwn 

fwnh; kata; th;n e[gklisin [...] 

kai; dh; ou\n ejpi; tou' prokeimevnou ejkei'nov fasin: ããeij ejn toi'" oujk ou\sin aiJ eujcai; 

givnontai eij" to; ejggenevsqai, pw'" ta; genovmena eujch'" e[ti devetai…ÃÃ 

                                                                                                                                         
13 Besides the Téchnē and Apollonius the most important sources are the scholia to the Téchnē (GG I 3) 
and Choeroboscus (GG IV 2).  
14 See Lallot (1997) and Berrettoni (1989a) for a discussion of the main opinions. 
15 Except the future and the indicative, which also have temporal values. 
16 For a detailed survey on the history of aspect and related categories see Porter (1989: 17-65). 
17 See in particular Berrettoni’s articles (1988, 1989a-b, 1992). 
18 Uhlig (1910, GG II 1, II 2). The most recent translations of the Syntax are: Householder (1981), 
Bécares Botas (1987), Lallot (1997), Bednarski (2000). For the Conjunctions, Dalimier (2001) and for the 
Adverbs, Brandenburg (2005). 
19 The information on the tenses in relation to the indicative mood can be found in Synt. 3.19, 21, 29 (GG 
II 2, 283.9-288.4; 294.9-295.11) and Adv. (GG II 1, 123.16-124.25). Other general observations on the 
indicative are in Synt. 3.88, 136 (GG II 2, 346.3-347; 386.11-15). 
20 On the name of the optative Apollonius said above: “the optative received its denomination for 
derivation from the ‘desire’ (eujchv) it expresses.” (GG II 2, 350.3-4). 
21 GG II 2, 354.11-357.10. All translations from the Greek are mine unless otherwise noted. 
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99. Pro;" o} e[stin favnai wJ" pa'sa ajnavgkh uJpavrxai kai; th;n ejk parw/chmevnou 

eujchvn. fevre ga;r to;n ejpibavllonta crovnon tou' ginomevnou ajgw'no" Δ∆Olumpivasi 

parw/ch'sqai, kai; patevra eu[cesqai uJpe;r paido;" ajgwnisamevnou peri; th'" touvtou 

nivkh": kai; dh'lon wJ" ou[te poihvsetai eujch;n dia; th'" tou' ejsomevnou crovnou ou[te 

mh;n tou' kata; to;n ejnestw'ta parateinomevnou (ta; ga;r tou' parw/chmevnou 

ajntivkeitai), ejx ou| a]n ajkolouvqw" gevnoito hJ eujch; ei[qe nenikhvkoi mou oJ pai'", ei[qe 

dedoxasmevno" ei[h.  
 100. “Esti kai; ou{tw" favnai, wJ" ajlhqeuvei o{ti ejpi; toi'" mh; sunou'sin aiJ eujcai; 

givnontai: ouj sunovnto" ga;r tou' filologei'n faivhmen a]n filologoi'mi, ouj sunovnto" 

tou' ploutei'n to; ploutoi'mi: crh; mevntoi noei'n wJ" to; ejxaitouvmenon ejk tou' 

eujktikou' h] eij" paravtasin tou' ejnestw'to" paralambavnetai, i{na ejn aujtw'/ 

diagivnhtai, wJ" ei[ ti" faivh zwvoimi w\  qeoiv, h] eij" teleivwsin tw'n mh; o[ntwn 

pragmavtwn, wJ" oJ Δ∆Agamevmnwn eu[cetai, ei[qe w\ qeoi; porqhvsaimi th;n “Ilion: eujch; 

ga;r nu'n givnetai eij" to; parw/chmevnon kai; suntele;" tou' crovnou. th;n ga;r 

paravtasin ajpeuktaivan e{xei: porqou'nti ga;r aujtw'/ th;n “Ilion  
    ejnneva dh; bebavasi Dio;" megavlou ejniautoiv,  
    kai; dh; dou'ra sevshpe new'n kai; spavrta levluntai øB 134 seq.Ø.  
kaqovti pavlin kata; to; ejnantivon e[stin ejpinoh'sai ejpi; tou' zwvoimi. ouj ga;r dhv gev 

ti" paralhvyetai eij" eujch;n th;n tou' zh'n suntevleian ejn tw'/ zhvsaimi. hJ ga;r 

toiauvth suntevleia th'" eujch'" dunavmei perigravfei th;n tou' bivou diatribhvn. 

 
98. Some are confused by the attribution of the temporal value22 to this mood 

(e[gklisi"), since the occurrence of the form of past tenses is without reason in this mood 

[...].23 They say, “If wishes/prayers are for the fulfilment of something which does not 

exist, how can what is past have any need for wish?” 

99. To this statement we can reply that a wish in the past is absolutely necessary. 

Suppose that the appointed time for an Olympic contest has gone by and a father is 

praying for victory of a son who competed. Clearly he will not pray in the future tense or 

the present in extension (the past opposes it); consequently his wish would be: ei[qe 

                                                
22 In Greek is: cronikh'" diaqevsew". This is not the common use of the term diavqesi" (usually 
“disposition, condition, function, voice”). The codex A has dianoiva", and Lallot is wondering if this “ne 
nous garde pas la trace du flottement, observé I, §§114-5, entre diáthesis et énnoia appliqués à un signifié 
temporel.” (1997: 214 n. 230). In fact it occurs also in Synt. 1.114-5. 
23 Here I quote the other part of paragraph 98: “This is impossible as in the case of other words; the 
interference of the meaning is the cause of the impossibility to combine certain forms of the word. For 
example, in verbs like ploutw' ‘I am rich’ and uJpavrcw ‘I exist’ and similar [intransitives], there is no 
passive form; or in verbs like mavcomai ‘I fight’ there is no active; or, in regard to gender, nobody will 
look for the masculine of ejktrou'sa ‘She is having an abortion’[feminine participle], nor the feminine of  
a[rshn ‘male’. That is why the combination is hard to understand.” 
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nenikhvkoi mou oJ pai'" “May my son have won!,” ei[qe dedoxasmevno" ei[h  “May he 

has been honoured!” 

100. We can also say that it is true that wishes are for things not existing. It is when I 

am not busy studying (filologei'n) that I could say filologoi'mi “I hope to study,” and 

when I am not rich that I say ploutoi'mi “I pray to be rich!” We must observe that what 

is requested in the optative can be used either for the extension of the present, so that it 

will go on, as when one says zwvoimi w\ qeoiv “O gods, may I continue to live!” or for the 

accomplishment of something not24 existing, as when Agamemnon prays ei[qe w\ qeoi; 

porqhvsaimi th;n “Ilion “Allow me, gods, to destroy Troy!,” the prayer in fact concerns 

the accomplishment and conclusion of the event, the prolongation being hateful; while he 

has been besieging Troy:  

“Already have nine years of great Zeus gone by, and the timbers of our ships have 

rotted, and the tackling has been loosed” (Iliad 2.134-135).  

For this we have to understand in an opposite way for zwvoimi, since no one will 

express in his desire the completion of life with zhvsaimi [aorist optative] “May I finish 

life,” for the fulfillment of the desire potentially delimits the continuation of life.  

 

We can divide the foregoing text into two parts: in the first one Apollonius examines 

wishes that refer to the past, and in the second one, wishes concerning the future. Let us 

consider the first one. 

Apollonius says that it is not strange that the optative has past-tense forms because it 

can indeed refer to a past event, and he gives the example of the father’s wish, which 

uses the opposition present/perfect. When Apollonius says that since the father is 

praying for a past event, he will formulate the wish with neither the future nor the 

present tense, he uses the expression “extended present” (to;n ejnestw`ta 

parateinomevnou). Probably he specifies “extending,” and does not just simply say 

“present,” in order to underline the difference between the present and the perfect 

tenses. In fact, according to a famous scholium attributed to Stephanus,25 the perfect 

was defined by the Stoics as the “present suntelikov~.”26 They opposed an extended 

                                                
24 With regard to the negation, which is deleted by some scholars, see Lallot (1997 II: 215) 
25 Uhlig’s dating: seventh century AD. The name of Stephanus occurs often in the commentaries to the 
Téchnē (GG I 3) and this scholar “semble avoir eu une bonne culture philosophique, notamment 
stoïcienne.” Lallot (1989: 34). 
26 Basing on this passage modern scholars attempted to sketch possible models of the Stoic verbal 
system. Cf. Versteegh’s survey (1980); see also: Pinborg (1975), Lallot (1985), Caujolle-Zaslawsky 
(1985), Frede (1987: 305-307), Berrettoni (1989a and 1989b). 
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present (ejnestw" paratatiko;~) (which was usually called the present tense) to a 

completed present (ejnestw" suntelikov~) (which is the perfect); and for the past they 

opposed the imperfect and pluperfect, calling them respectively: extended past 

(parw/chmevnon paratatiko;n), and completed past.27  
Let us return to Apollonius’ text. In the example he gives, a temporal vision of the 

events is implied, and he uses two verbal forms of the perfect optative in order to 

express a past value. But the wish, even if it concerns a past and concluded event, refers 

to the present and to the result of that event, which continues to have effect. We can 

therefore note the resultative value of this tense.  

 After the wishes that refer to the past (using the perfect), Apollonius examines the 

optative when it is used to express wishes for things/events that do not exist at the 

moment of the utterance. He says that wishes refer to something that is not existing (mh; 

sunoùsin), and he gives the examples “I hope to study,” and “I pray to be rich!” with 

the present optative. However, we have to consider that what is asked for using the 

optative could be understood in two ways: for the paravtasi" of the present or for the 

teleivwsi". Even although it is difficult to give an exact translation of these two terms, 

we will use and understand them in the sense of extension and accomplishment. In 

these examples he uses the present and the aorist optative, neither of which express past 

temporal notions but rather describe the action in terms of extension or 

accomplishment. Apollonius’ arguments seem to refer to a different dimension that is 

from the temporal, and we may define it as aspectual, though Apollonius does not use a 

univocal terminology. In fact he uses terms indicating the “past” (parw/chmevnou: 99,7; 

100,11: to parw/chmevnon kai; suntele;" toù crovnou). In spite of that, in these and the 

following analyses Apollonius grasps the aspectual character of tenses. Even though in 

the passage we quoted most of the terms belong to the temporal vocabulary, the value 

of completeness (suntele;") seems stronger than that of past time (parw/chmevnon).  

We may summarize the above in the following points: 

                                                
27 Here is part of Stephanus’ scholium, Scholia Vaticana, GG I 3, 250.26:  
To;n ejnestw'ta oiJ Stwikoi; ejnestw'ta paratatiko;n oJrivzontai, o{ti parateivnetai kai; eij" 
ãparelhluqovta kai; eij"Ã mevllonta: oJ ga;r levgwn ããpoiw'ÃÃ kai; o{ti ejpoivhsev ti ejmfaivnei kai; o{ti 
poihvsei: to;n de; paratatiko;n parw/chmevnon paratatikovn: oJ ga;r ãlevgwnÃ ããejpoivounÃÃ o{ti to; 
plevon ejpoivhsen ejmfaivnei, ou[pw de; peplhvrwken, ajlla; poihvsei mevn, ejn ojlivgw/ de; crovnw/: eij ga;r 
to; parw/chmevnon plevon, to; lei'pon ojlivgon: o} kai; proslhfqe;n poihvsei tevleion parw/chkovta, to;n 
gevgrafa, o}" kalei'tai parakeivmeno" dia; to; plhsivon e[cein th;n suntevleian th'" ejnergeiva": oJ 
toivnun ejnestw;" kai; paratatiko;" wJ" ajtelei'" a[mfw suggenei'", dio; kai; toi'" aujtoi'" sumfwvnoi" 
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1. The problem is: how are past-tense forms of the optative possible if wishes refer 

to the future?  

2. Wishes for the past are possible; the examples use the perfect optative; 

3. With the optative we can also express wishes for the future (the examples use the  

present optative: filologoi'mi, etc.); 

4. Explanation: we use the present optative for wishes about events that are in 

progress and that we want to have continued (i.e. we are interested in the 

paravtasi"); We use the aorist optative for wishes about events that do not exist 

and that we want to have happened (i.e. we are interested in the teleivwsi").  

2.2 The Imperative 

In the following paragraphs Apollonius examines the imperative mood, Synt. 3.101-

10228: 
101. To; aujto; a[poron mevteisi kai; ejpi; ta; prostaktikav. pavlin ga;r ta; ouj 

genovmena prostavssetai, kai; ajlhqe;" o{ti ta; parw/chmevna gevgonen. kai; kata; to; 

aujto; ouj crh; parw/chmevnou crovnou prostaktiko;n paralambavnein. Kai; e[stin ge 

pavlin ejpi; tw'n toiouvtwn taujto;n favnai, wJ" to; prw'ton diafevrei to; kleievsqw hJ 

quvra tou' kekleivsqw, kaqo; hJ me;n kata; to;n  ejnestw'ta ejkfora; uJpagoreuvei th;n 

uJpovguon provstaxin, o{per ejnestw'to" tou' parateinomevnou h\n i[dion, tov ge mh;n 

kekleivsqw th;n e[kpalai ojfeivlousan diavqesin genevsqai.<  

102. Δ∆Alla; kai; ei[pomen wJ" a} me;n prostavssetai aujtw'n eij" paravtasin. oJ ga;r 

ajpofainovmeno" ou{tw", gravfe, savrou, skavpte, ejn paratavsei th'~ diaqevsew" th;n 

provstaxin poiei'tai, wJs e[cei kai; to;  
  bavllΔ∆ ou{tw", ai[ kevn ti fovw" Danaoi'si gevnhai øQ 282Ø:  
fhsi; ga;r ejn tw'/ polevmw/ katagivnou eij" to; bavllein. o{ ge mh;n levgwn kata; th;n tou' 

parw/chmevnou profora;n gravyon, skavyon, ouj movnon to; mh; ginovmenon prostavssei, 

ajlla; kai; to; ginovmenon ejn paratavsei ajpagoreuvei, ei[ge kai; toi'" gravfousin ejn 

pleivoni crovnw/ prosfwnou'men to; gravyon, toiou'tovn ti favskonte", mh; ejmmevnein 

th'/ paratavsei, ajnuvsai de; to; gravfein. 

 

101. The same problem also occurs with imperatives. Here, again, commands concern 

things that did not happen; and it is true that what is past has happened. Therefore, for the 

same reason, one should not use the imperative of a past tense. To these arguments we 

                                                                                                                                         
crw'ntai, oi|on tuvptw e[tupton. ÔO de; parakeivmeno" kalei'tai ejnestw;" suntelikov", touvtou de; 
parw/chmevno" oJ uJpersuntevliko": ejpei; ou\n eJkavtero" teleivw" parwv/chtai. 
28 GG II 2, 357.11-358.13. 
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can reply in the same way, first of all kleievsqw hJ quvra [present imperative] “The door 

should be closed!” differs from kekleivsqw [perfect imperative] “I order that door to be 

closed!”29 for the present [tense] form signifies an immediate command, which is 

peculiar to the extended present, while kekleivsqw indicates a condition that should have 

happened a long time ago.30  

102. But we said31 that some commands are concerned with extension (paravtasin). 

When we say gravfe [present imperative] “Write!”; savrou [present imperative] 

“Sweep!”; skavpte [present imperative] “Dig!,” we are giving a command for the 

extension of a condition, as is the case in:  

“Shoot on in this wise, and may you be a light to the Greeks” [Iliad 8.282]  

where he [Agamemnon] during the battle is telling [Teucer] to occupy himself with 

shooting. But when we say, using a past form like gravyon [aorist imperative] “Write!,” 

skavyon [aorist imperative] “Dig!,” we do not only command what is not existing, but 

forbid the extension of an act; if we order gravyon “Write!” to those who take too much 

time writing, we are telling them not to remain in the extension and finish up their 

writing (mh; ejmmevnein th'/ paratavsei, ajnuvsai de; to; gravfein).   
       
The description of the imperative follows that of the optative, because both moods 

present the same problem when they are used in the past-tense forms. Apollonius uses 

the same dual-argument structure to reject the opinion of those who do not think it is 

possible to have past-tense forms of the imperative. First he shows how it is possible as 

regards an imperative that refers to past time, and he gives two examples: one in the 

perfect with past value and the other one in the present. Then he moves on to an 

explanation that involves the concepts of extension and accomplishment, thus implying 

an aspectual dimension but not a temporal one. To this end he gives examples using the 

aorist in opposition to the present tense. In the two cases (optative and imperative), 

therefore, both temporal and aspectual values are implied.  

Apollonius says that it is possible to use the present imperative for an immediate 

command and perfect imperative for something that should have been done previously. 

                                                
29 These two examples (kleievsqw hJ quvra and kekleivsqw) are difficult to translate, let us compare the 
translations of Householder and Lallot. Householder: “‘The door be closed!’ i.e. ‘Let it continue to be 
getting closed!’”, and “‘Let it be closed’ i.e. ‘Le it be in a closed state’” (1981: 191). Lallot writes: 
“qu’on ferme la porte!” and “qu’on ait fermé la porte!” (1997 I: 241). 
30 Householder translates as: “kekleistho indicates [a command] for a condition that ought to have been 
brought about long ago.” (1981: 192). 
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In the two aforementioned examples (present and perfect), Apollonius uses for the 

present the same words (ejnestw'to" tou' parateinomevnou) that we found in the 

paragraph devoted to the optative. Here the present is again characterized as “extended” 

in opposition to the perfect.  

In this passage we find two terms that Apollonius also uses in Adverbs,32 i.e. the 

adjective uJpovguon and the adverb e[kpalai.33 The term uJpovguon, which means 

“immediate, close,” seems to stress the immediateness and the proximity of the action 

with respect to the moment of utterance, and it is construed in the present. The adverb 

e[kpalai (“long time ago”), which is associated with the perfect, is probably used by 

Apollonius to illustrate the example of an imperative as regards the past, because it is 

related to a command that is supposed to have been carried out a long time ago.34  

Apollonius’ explanation of these examples is complex.35 The action expressed by 

perfect probably has a resultative value. The speaker stresses the resulting state of the 

action because he or she is interested in the effects of the command. The use of the 
perfect could indicate that the action of closing the door should be completed and its 

result needs to last, i.e. the door will remain closed. In this case the perfect preserves its 

usual value without the feature of past time precisely because it is a command. 

Therefore, by using perfect Apollonius would probably insist more on the result than on 

the process.36  

In the second part of the text we notice that the present/aorist opposition and the use 

of the tenses is linked to the paravtasi" of the action in the case of the present, but to 

the sunteleivwsi" in the case of the aorist. If we use gravfe we are interested in the 

                                                                                                                                         
31 He is probably referring to Synt. 1.114-115 (GG II 2, 96-97.14) and to the work on the verb, which is 
lost. 
32 These terms are similar to the ones used in the scholia to explain the difference in the past tenses in 
terms of distance and proximity to the moment of utterance. See for example Scholia Marciana GG I 3, 
404.24-405.21; 250.26-251.25. 
33 Priscian is most likely referring to Apollonius when in Institutiones grammaticae 8.40, p. 406,15, he 
says: “Imperativus vero praesens et futurum naturali quadam necessitate videtur posse accipere; ea 
etenim imperamus, quae statim in presenti volumus fieri sine aliqua dilatione.” Ruijgh says that this text 
“traduit sans aucun doute la version plus élaborée qu’il trouvait dans le rJhmatikovn d’Apollonius. En 
effet sa description convient mieux à l’impératif du TPr [the present tense] grec, qui s’oppose par le trait 
‘immédiatement’ a celui du Tao [the aorist tense], qu’à l’impératif du latin.” (1985: 24). 
34 The adverb pavlai appears in Adverbs (GG II 1, 124.15-25), where it is usually used with pluperfect 
but not with perfect (usually with prwvhn). 
35 See Lallot (1997 II: 216-17), Householder (1981: 191-92). 
36 We should also notice that both examples (present/perfect) are in the passive form (while the following 
ones -- present/aorist -- are all in the active form) and that in Greek the perfect tense has a connection 
with the passive voice. 
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paravtasi", if we choose gravyon we insist on the accomplishment of the action, 

whether it is already going on or it has not yet happened. The terminology is close to 

that of the paragraphs on the optative: in both we find paravtasi", whereas teleivwsi" 
and suntevleia are here expressed by mh; ejmmevnein th paratavsei, anuvsai (“to not 

prolong things, and to finish up their writing”). 

Also, in this case the present and the aorist have aspectual values, though some terms 

are related to the temporal dimension by their names as in the expression tou 

parw/chmevnou profora;n (“past form”). The aspectual terminology and the explanation 

of these tenses are the same as we find in Syntax 1.114-6 where Apollonius says that the 
imperative always has a future value, whether it is considered according to the 

extending process (eij" paratatikh;n diavqesin) or the accomplished one (eij" 

suntelikhvn).  
I shall now analyse these paragraphs. Apollonius is talking about the construction of 

the participle with the article and says that this construction, in combination with the 

imperative, causes an indefinite interpretation37 and he adds Synt. 1.114-11638:  
114. [...] Kai; profanw'" ejk tou' toiouvtou deivknutai wJ" a{panta ta; prostaktika; 

ejgkeimevnhn e[cei th;n tou' mevllonto" diavqesin, prostassovmena h] eij" 

paratatikh;n diavqesin h] eij" ªuJperºsuntelikhvn. scedo;n ga;r ejn i[sw/ ejsti;n to; oJ 

turannoktonhvsa" timavsqw tw'/ timhqhvsetai kata; th;n tou' crovnou e[nnoian, th'/ 

ejgklivsei dihllacov", kaqo; to; me;n prostaktikovn, to; de; oJristikovn.< 

115. Pw'" ou\n ouj geloi'oiv eijsin oiJ ªmh;º uJpolabovnte" rJhvmata prostaktika; 

mevllonto" crovnou, o{pou ge pavnta sunwqei'tai eij" th;n tou' mevllonto" e[nnoian… 

ejpi; ga;r mh; ginomevnoi" h] mh; gegonovsin hJ provstaxi": ta; de; mh; ginovmena h] mh; 

gegonovta, ejpithdeiovthta de; e[conta eij" to; e[sesqai, mevllontov" ejstin, ei[ge kai; 

tw'n prostacqevntwn ta; mh; ginovmena to;n lovgon e[cei meta; ajpofavsew" kai; th'" 

tou' mevllonto" ejnnoiva", ouj dunhvsomai, ouj poihvsw. ka]n ga;r ou{tw famevn, ouj 

duvnamai bastavsai, ejn i[sw/ ejsti; tw'/ ouj dunhvsomai. eij" to; givnesqai ou\n h] 

genevsqai hJ provstaxi" givnetai, ajpofaskomevnh meta; th'" tou' mevllonto" ejnnoiva", 

                                                
37 For this part I cite the translation of Householder: “114. One should also note that use of the imperative 
construction [as the main verb] causes an articular participle [used with it] to be interpreted indefinitely 
(i.e. generically): ho turannoktonēsas timasthō (‘Let the tyrannicide –i.e. anyone who kills a tyrant– be 
honored.’) Indicative mood [i.e. the constative illocutionary force], if the tense is present or past, makes 
the article anaphoric [normally]: ho turannoktonēsas timatai/etimēthē (‘The tyrannicide is being/was 
honored.’) [...] But with the future tense we get the indefinite (i.e. generic) sense again, as in our opening 
observation: ho turannoktonēsas timēthēsai (‘The –i.e. any– tyrannicide will be honored.’) and this is 
reasonable because the present and the past are known, but the future is uncertain, and hence the 
construction becomes indefinite (generic).” (1981: 65-66). 
38 GG II 2, 96-97.14. 
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eij" me;n paravtasin, skaptevtw ta;" ajmpevlou", eij" de; sunteleivwsin, skayavtw ta;" 

ajmpevlou". 

 
114. [...] this clearly shows that all imperatives denote a process that takes place in the 

future, whether the commands are for an extended process or for an accomplished one. 

As a matter of fact, with regard to the temporal value it is almost the same to say: “Let 

the tyrannicide be honoured!” (oJ turannoktonhvsa" timavsqw) and “The tyrannicide 

will be honoured” (oJ turannoktonhvsa" timhqhvsetai), the two sentences differing only 

in mood: one is with the imperative and the other with the indicative. 

115. Therefore, those who believe in the existence of the imperative of the future 

tense are fools, since all imperatives are characterized by a future sense. A command 

applies to actions that are neither already on-going nor completed. But things that are not 

on-going or completed, due to their connection with future ones, belong to the future, 

since when commands are not in progress they are rejected with the negation and future 

meaning: “I will not be able to, I will not do it.” As a matter of fact, if we say “I cannot 

stand,” it is the same as “I will not be able [to stand].” A command, implying a negation 

with future value, is directed to what has to happen or what has to be completed, in the 

extension “Dig the vineyard!” (skaptevtw ta;" ajmpevlou" [present imperative, third 

person singular]), or in the accomplishment (eij" de; sunteleivwsin) “Dig the vineyard!” 

(skayavtw ta;" ajmpevlou" [aorist imperative, third person singular]). 
 

 In the first part of the quotation Apollonius states that all imperatives have future 

meaning and what changes is the way in which the process is expressed, in extension or 

accomplishment (eij" paratatikh;n diavqesin h] eij" ªuJperº-suntelikhvn).  

The text also clearly shows that the difference between the imperative and the 
indicative is only in terms of modality and not of time, because both express future 

meaning. 

Apollonius says that commands concern either givnesqai or genevsqai, which are 

present/aorist infinitives of the same verb, and we can translate them as “what is 

happening” and “what is completed.”39 There is a parallel between these two 

present/aorist infinitives and the two terms paravtasi" and sunteleivwsin (at the end 

                                                
39 Let us see some modern scholars’ translations: Householder (1981: 66): “A command is directed 
toward imperfective or perfective happening”; Louw (1959: 46): “The order (command) concerns either 
the givnesqai (duration) or the genevsqai (the single event)”; Lallot (1997 I: 133): “L’ordre (...) est donné 
pour qu’[un acte] se fasse ou soit fait.” 
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of the sentence): therefore the present infinitive expresses an action that happens in 

extension, while the aorist expresses a completed action, an action with a limit.  

We should also pay attention to the use of the term crovno", which in Greek means 

both “time” and “tense.” Several times in the text we find the expressions: mevllonto" 

crovno" “the time of the future” and mevllonto" e[nnoia “the meaning of the future.” It 

seems that there is a difference between them, insofar as the first one corresponds to the 

future tense and the second one to the value of future time, which we can translate 

“future value/meaning.” At the end of §114, when Apollonius says that the imperative 

and the future indicative have the same future meaning, he uses mevllonto" e[nnoia. In 

the first sentence of §115, when he reports the (according to him wrong) opinion of 

those who believe that the imperative has a future tense form, he opposes prostaktika; 

mevllonto" crovnou to the mevllonto" e[nnoia that all imperatives have. Therefore, it 

emerges that he uses the two expressions in opposition in order to say that there is no 

imperative of the future tense, but that the imperative has a future temporal meaning on 

its own.  

Finally (§116), Apollonius adds morphological evidence to support his thesis 

explaining what generated this wrong opinion (i.e. the imperative of the future): there 

are non-standard forms of sigmatic aorist, which differ from the normal ones only in 

writing and not in tense,40 or poetic forms (such as oi§se), which can be similar to future 

tenses.41 

In summary: 

1. The problem: Someone thinks that an imperative of the future tense exists; 

2. Apollonius’ answer: The imperative always has a future meaning and is used 

either for paratatikh;n diavqesin (extended process) or ªuJperº-suntelikhvn 

(accomplished process); 

3. Explanation:   

a.  The difference between the two forms, present imperative and future 

indicative, is a difference of mood and not of time; 

                                                
40 Apollonius probably discussed this issue in his (lost) work on the verb; with regard to the indicative cf. 
also Synt. 1.61 (GG II 2, 51.12-52.7). 
41 116. “What is it that confused those who admit an imperative of future? Just forms as grayevtw, 
grayavtw and oi§se…” Lallot (1997 II: 63) says that probably grayevtw is a theoretical form invented by 
grammarians. 
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b. A command to givnesqai or genevsqai (what is happening and what is 

completed), could be expressed with the present tense for the paravtasi" or 

with the aorist for the sunteleivwsi"; 

4. Origin of the problem: the similarity of some forms of the aorist to those of the 

future indicative.42 

2.3 The Subjunctive43  

I now turn to the subjunctive44 and return to book III. Here Apollonius examines a 

phenomenon concerning the conjunctions ejavn, i{na and similar ones construed with the 

subjunctive, Synt. 3.137-14045: 
137. Δ∆Ofeilovmenovn ejsti kai; th'/ suntavxei tw'n ejpizeuktikw'n ejpisth'sai, tiv dhv 

pote ta; tevlh parh/thvsanto tw'n parw/chmevnwn fwnw'n: ouj ga;r ejfikth; hJ suvntaxi" 

tou' eja;n e[legon, eja;n pevpoiqa kai; tw'n paraplhsivwn ª...º 

138. Faivnetai dΔ∆ o{ti th'" toiauvth" ajkatallhliva" ejsti;n ai[tion to; mavcesqai 

tou;" parw/chmevnou" crovnou" th'/ ejk tw'n sundevsmwn dunavmei. distagmo;n ga;r tw'n 

wJ" ejsomevnwn pragmavtwn paristw'sin, kai; e[ti tw'n wJ" telesqhsomevnwn, ou}" kai; 

ajpotelestikou;" sunevbh kalei'sqai: povqen ou\n to; gegono;" tw'/ ªmh;º ejsomevnw/ 

sunoisqhvsetai… e[nqen ou\n ajsuvstaton to; eja;n e[labon, i{na ajnevgnwn, kai; e[ti ejpi; 

tw'n oJmoeidw'n sundevsmwn, sustato;n de; to; i{na ajnagnw', eja;n ajnagnw': tevlei ga;r 

ejcrhvsato ta; rJhvmata ouj dunamevnw/ crovnon parw/chmevnon shma'nai kata; prw'ton 

provswpon ª...º 
139. Faivnetai ou\n o{ti oJ aijtiologiko;" suvndesmo" th'/ pro;" to;n ajpotelestiko;n 

oJmofwniva/ sunhvrpase kai; ta; th'" suntavxew" eij" taujtov, tavca kai; th'" 

ejpirrhmatikh'" oJmofwniva" sullambanomevnh" tw'/ lovgw/: suntassovmena ga;r ta; 

oJristika; meta; tou' i{na ejndeivknutai to; topiko;n ejpivrrhma,  
      i{na tΔ∆ e[trafen hjdΔ∆ ejgevnonto øk 417Ø.  
oJmovlogon ga;r o{ti oiJ aijtiologikoi; parw/chmevnoi" crovnoi" suntavssontai, o{ti 

e[graya, o{ti ejnovhsa.  
140. Δ∆Ecrh'n mevntoi ginwvskein wJ" aiJ ejgginovmenai paraqevsei" ejx ejnestwvtwn 

eijsi;n kai; parw/chmevnwn, toiou'tovn ti th'" suntavxew" ejpaggellomevnh" ejn tw'/ eja;n 

mavqw, eij ajnuvsaimi to; maqei'n, eja;n dravmw, eij ajnuvsaimi to; dramei'n: e[n ge mh;n tw'/ 

eja;n trevcw, eja;n ejn paratavsei gevnwmai tou' trevcein. kai; e[nqen ajnevfikto" hJ tou' 

                                                
42 Some variants of the aorist that contain the vowel e may seem like future tense forms. 
43 I will take into account the following passages: Synt. 3.137-140 (GG II 2, 387-389.12); Conj., GG II 1, 
243.11-245.5. 
44 In §136 he writes that the subjunctive, like the imperative and optative, is modeled on the indicative. 
45 GG II 2, 387-389.12. 
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mevllonto" suvntaxi": aujtoi; ga;r oiJ suvndesmoi to; wJ" ejsovmenon shmaivnousin eij" 

paravtasin ãh] a[nusinÃ.46  

 

137. It is necessary to analyse the construction of the connective conjunctions: why do 

they reject past tense endings (fwnhv)? In fact the constructions of eja;n e[legon [imperfect 

indicative] “If I said,” eja;n pevpoiqa [perfective indicative] “if I trust”47 and the like are 

not possible [...]  

138. It seems that the cause of this ungrammaticality is the incompatibility between 

the past tenses and the value of these conjunctions, for they present uncertainty about 

future actions, including those that are going to be accomplished, and they are called 

ajpotelestikoi “final.”48 How can a past event be associated with what is [not]49 going 

to be? Therefore [constructions like]  eja;n e[labon [aorist indicative] “If (in the future) I 

took,” or  i{na ajnevgnwn [aorist indicative] “In order that I had read” and those with other 

conjunctions of the same type are ungrammatical, but i{na ajnagnw§ [aorist subjunctive] 

“So that I may read” or eja;n ajnagnw§ [aorist subjunctive] “If I read” are grammatical; in 

fact these verbs have an ending that cannot signify past time in the first person […]  

139. [...] It is generally accepted that causal conjunctions are construed with past 

tenses, e.g. o{ti e[graya [aorist indicative] “Because I wrote,” o{ti ejnovhsa [aorist 

indicative] “Because I thought.”  

140. But we must observe that the juxtapositions [of the subjunctives with i{na and 

ejavn] are derived both from present and from past [tenses].50 The construction eja;n mavqw 

[aorist subjunctive] “If I learn” means “If I accomplish the act of learning” (eij ajnuvsaimi 

to; maqei§n [aorist optative + aorist infinitive]), or eja;n dra;mw [aorist subjunctive] “If I 

run”, i.e. “If I accomplish the act of running” (eij ajnuvsaimi to; dramei§n [aorist optative 

+ aorist infinitive]); whereas eja;n trevcw [present subjunctive] “If I run” means “If I am 

in the process of running” (eja;n ejn paratavsei gevnwmai tou§ trevcein [aorist 

                                                
46 There are different lections in the manuscripts: eij" suntevleian h] eij" paravtasin B!: eij" 
paravtasin AC. (Suppr. Bekker, eij" paravtasin ãh]  a[nusinÃ Uhlig).  
Lallot adopts the lection of the manuscript B and explains his choice: “Il se peut que suntéleian è, qui 
manque dans AC, ne soit rien d’autre qu’un correction du copiste de B, qui ne comprenait pas mieux que 
nous pourquoi l’aspect extensif serait seul mentionné ici. Bekker résolvait le problème en supprimant 
cette mention. Uhlig a voulu aboutir au même sens que B, mais par une correction de son cru, 
s’autorisant de l’emploi du verbe anúsai dans le § pour exprimer l’aspect perfectif, il introduit l’abstrait 
ánusis ‘achèvement’; l’usage grammatical de ce terme n’étant pas confirmé par ailleurs, il me paraît plus 
sage de s’en tenir à la leçon de B.” (1997 II: 239 n. 336). 
47 The correct constructions should be with the conjunction eij. 
48 Literally is: “productive, conclusive.” 
49 The negation is deleted by Uhlig (1910). 
50 Here ejgginovmenai would indicate the forms eja;n mavqw etc., and not the following (eij ajnuvsaimi to; 
maqei§n). 
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subjunctive + present infinitive]). This is why the construction with the future is not 

possible; for the conjunctions themselves signify the future, whether for extension or 

accomplishment.  

 

The subjunctive, in the descriptions of the grammarians, always appears as a mood 

of subordination, and is usually considered along with the eventual particle ejavn.51  
In the paragraphs cited above there are two levels of interpretation: (1) the aspectual 

one, because if we use these conjunctions, we want to express paravtasi" or 

suntevleia and (2) the one concerning modality, because we use the subjunctive and 

not the future tense (this is for the non-factual content of the statements). There cannot 

be a future because the way in which events are presented requires these prepositions, 

which cannot be construed with a realis mood. It also clearly emerges that with the 
future aspectual values play a secondary role. 

In §141 and §143, Apollonius proves false the opinion that there are forms of the 

future subjunctive.52  

To summarize:  
1. Conditional and final conjunctions (as ejavn and i{na) cannot be construed with 

past tenses, because they have future value: ejavn expresses the future because it 

has a conditional value; i{na expresses the future because it introduces a final 

clause; 

2. Therefore, none of them can be construed with the aorist indicative, which is a 

past tense, but they can be construed with the aorist subjunctive; 

3. The difference in the constructions with the present/aorist subjunctive, can be 

explained in terms of paravtasi" and suntevleia/a[nusi". 

 

We find other information about the subjunctive in the work Conjunctions. The 

conjunctions i{na, o{pw", o[fra, present two values: causal and final, and they are 

construed with the subjunctive. Apollonius reports the opinion according to which, 

depending on the value of i{na (and equivalent conjunctions), different tenses are used 

(Conj., GG II 1, 244.24-245.7): 

                                                
51 Its name is uJpotaktikhv “subjected, subordinate, dependent.” 
52 According to some, Dorians do not use the circumflex accent for the future subjunctive forms. But this 
is a mistaken argument, Apollonius says, because the future subjunctive does not exist and the Doric 
future keeps the circumflex accent in the entire conjugation. 
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Mhde; ejkei'no de; paraleiptevon, wJ" oJ i{na kai; oiJ ijsodunamou'nte" suvndesmoi 

para; to; diavforon th'" suntavxew", levgw to; ajpotelestiko;n kai; aijtiologikovn, kai; 

diafovrou" e{xousi tou;" suntassomevnou" crovnou", w{ste to;n me;n ajpotelestiko;n 

kai; mevllousi suntavssesqai, to;n de; aijtiologiko;n legovmenon parw/chmevnoi": ta; 

ga;r gegonovta aijtiologei'tai.<  
oJ gou'n levgwn i{na gravyw tau'tav moi ejgevneto, oJmologei' to; h[dh gegrafevnai, w{ste 

ejnhvrghsen h[dh to; e[graya kai; aijtivan katΔ∆ aujtou' ejphvgage: to; mevntoi ou{tw 

legovmenon do;" i{na gravyw ou[pw gevgone, to; de; mh; gegono;" mevllontov" ejstin 

ajpotelestikovn: mevllonti a[ra suntavssetai. < cwri;" eij mh; ou{tw nohvsaimen, do;" 

i{na ejn teleiwvsei gevnhtai to; gravyai. o{per oi\mai bevltion. kai; ga;r oJ ajpo; tw'n 

fwnw'n kanw;n oJmologei' to;n ajovriston, toutevsti to;n parw/chmevnon, ei[ge kerw' me;n 

oJ mevllwn, e[keira de; oJ ajovristo", kai; ou[ famen do;" i{na kerw' ajllΔ∆ i{na keivrw.  

 

We do not have to forget that i{na, and equivalent conjunctions, according to the 

different construction (I mean the final and causal), will be construed with different 

tenses; therefore the final one will be construed with future tenses, while the one we call 

causal, with past tenses: indeed, the causes of past events are explained. Saying, for 

example, “Because I wrote, this happened to me” admits I have already written, because 

the [action] “I wrote” (e[graya [aorist indicative]) was already accomplished and this has 

caused the accusation. But if we say do;" i{na gravyw [aorist imperative + aorist 

subjunctive] “Let me write,” this has not been accomplished and what has not happened 

has an effect in the future,53 and therefore it will be construed with the future. Unless we 

understand it as: “Allow me to complete the act of writing” (do;" i{na ejn teleiwvsei 

gevnhtai to; gravyai [aorist imperative + aorist subjunctive]) that I think is the best 

explanation. And also according to the rules, we recognize an aorist as a past; since kerw ̀

[future indicative] “I will cut” is a future, e[keira [aorist indicative] “I cut” is an aorist, 

and we do not say “Allow that I will cut” (do;" i{na kerw ̀ [aorist imperative + future 

indicative]), but “Let me cut” (i{na keivrw [aorist subjunctive]).  

 

In this text we can find a structure similar to the others: first an explanation related to 

aspect and then a morphological validation. In this case, Apollonius shows why the 

                                                
53 Dalimier translates this as “ce qui ne s’est pas encore produit a un effet d’accomplissement sur un fait 
futur.” (2001: 163). 
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construction with the future is not possible.54 Apollonius again attempts to reject an 

opinion concerning future time. In summary: 

1. Problem: some think that the conjunction i{na (and similar), depending on its 

value, is construed with different tenses: if it is final, with future tenses, if it is 

causal with past tenses; 

2. Causal i{na + aorist subjunctive = past meaning; 

3. Final i{na + aorist subjunctive = teleivwsi";  

4. Final i{na is used with the aorist subjunctive and not with the future, and there is 

morphological evidence based on modal reasons for this (since the two tenses 

have different forms).  

3 Some Remarks 

We have noticed that Apollonius, in all these texts, wants to give explanations or 

refute opinions of other grammarians who do not understand the perfect and aorist 

tenses of the optative, imperative and subjunctive, because these moods are related to 

the future dimension. Apollonius deals with these problematic issues, both from the 

aspectual and temporal point of view. In some cases he tries to justify the past value of 

the aorist and perfect (for example the perfect imperative), in other cases he states that 

these moods have future value and explains their tenses in terms of 

paravtasi"/(sun)teleivwsi" (for example aorist and present imperative, and 

subjunctives).  

Choeroboscus (who often refers to Apollonius’ works)55, in a more explicit way, 

states that all moods except the indicative have a temporal future value.56 The following 

is a quotation from the Prolegomena et scholia in Theodosii Alexandrini (GG IV 2, 

256.32-259.5): 
Dei' de; ginwvskein, o{ti movnh hJ oJristikh; e[gklisi~ ·e[cei‚ th;n shmasivan tw'n 

crovnwn, ejnestw'tov~ fhmi kai; paratatikou' kai; parakeimevnou kai; uJpersuntelivkou 

                                                
54 In the following lines a further confirmation is given, by re-proposing the argument of the Doric 
future, which we have already seen above. 
55 Choeroboscus was a Byzantine teacher and author of a number of grammatical works who lived in the 
eight and ninth centuries AD. As far as the importance of Choeroboscus Lallot says: “[...] il se fondait sur 
une connaissance directe des œuvres, pour nous en grande partie perdues, des maîtres du IIe siècle, 
Apollonius et Hèrodien. De ce fait, l’œuvre de Chœroboscos constitue sans aucun doute un maillon 
essentiel dans la chaîne qui a permis, non seulement aux éditeurs modernes, mais aussi à nombre de 
commentateurs byzantins, d’avoir accès à la doctrine apollonienne [...]” (1989: 33). 
56 We find the same statement in the commentary of Johannes Charax (GG IV 2, 410, 28-31).    
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kai; ajorivstou kai; mevllonto~: ª...º aiJ de; loipai; ejgklivsei~, levgw dh; hJ 

ajparevmfato~ kai; hJ prostaktikh; kai; hJ eujktikh; kai; hJ uJpotaktikhv, mevllonto~ 

kai; movnou e[cousi th;n shmasivan, kai; ou[te ejnestw'to~ ou[te parw/chmevnou. ª...º 

ajllΔ∆ h] pro;~ paravtasin h] pro;~ sumplhvrwsin lambavnontai ou|toi oiJ crovnoi ejn 

tauvtai~ tai'~ ejgklivsesin: 

We have to know that only the indicative mood has temporal meanings: I mean of the 

present, imperfect, perfect, pluperfect, aorist and future; [...] Whereas the other moods – I 

mean the infinitive, imperative, optative, and subjunctive – have only a future meaning, 

and not a present or past one. [...] but the tenses in these moods have to be interpreted for 

in terms of extension or fulfillment. [...]57 

 

The terms used for this opposition are paravtasi" and sumplhvrwsi". We have to 

notice that in this text the examples Choeroboscus uses to exemplify the opposition 

paravtasi"/sumplhvrwsi" are not in the same tenses as they are in Apollonius. In 

Choeroboscus we find present/perfect instead of present/aorist.  

 

We can summarize Apollonius’ arguments concerning the tenses of the optative, 

imperative, subjunctive in the following way. The aorist and the present are clearly 

opposed in terms of paravtasi"/(sun)teleivwsi", and this occurs in all the passages we 

have examined. It is clearly stated that it is not the temporal value that counts; in fact, 

most of the cases are referring to the future. What does count is how the process is 

represented either by extension or accomplishment.  

The perfect tense is more complex because Apollonius’ explanation, which implies a 

past temporal value for these forms (especially for the imperative), is not completely 

clear. In the case of the imperative (1.101-2) the opposition of present/perfect is 

particularly difficult to understand and is expressed by passive verbal forms (which are 

not the same as those he uses for the succeeding examples in the present/aorist). 

Apollonius probably wanted to emphasize the resultative state, which is particularly 

evident in a passive structure.  

The terminology that we see in the texts is mixed. Even though most of the terms 

belong to the temporal dimension, some of them, like paravtasi" and (sun)teleivwsi", 

are used to describe features related to the aspectual dimension.  

                                                
57 The only exception is the construction of the subjunctive with causal i{na, which we have already seen 
in Apollonius (Conj., GG II 1, 244.24-245.7). 
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